SPAN 302/HIST 325/JWSH 315 The Spanish Inquisition

MW 11:00-12:15

Co taught by Profs. Patricia Manning and Luis Corteguera

This course fulfills KU Core Goal 4.2

SPAN 302/HIST 325/JWSH 315 offers a broad historical study of the Inquisition in Spain and the Americas from 1478 to its afterlife in twenty-first century culture and film. Topics include anti-Semitism, the use of torture, censorship, adultery, and sexuality.

No prior knowledge of the topic is required.

Assessment will be based on announced quizzes, participation, mid-term and final exams, and two papers.

All course books will be available as course reserves in Watson Library.

Since all of the reading and writing are in English-and all of the class sessions will be conducted in English-this course does not count toward the Spanish major and minor.